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Introduction
Nuclear spin dynamics, often called spin di usion, is a powerful tool [1] for analysing both the local and long range structure in solids. Since the spin di usion rate depends on the internuclear dipolar interactions, it contains useful information on the spatial proximity of the nuclei and on the dimensionality of the interaction network [2] . Therefore, there is a great interest in new pulse sequences applicable to a broad range of systems. This is the case of the pulse sequence devised by Zhang, Meier and Ernst (ZME) [3] which creates a local polarization (LP) in a homonuclear spin system (I spins) and detects its later evolution. A central point of this sequence is that it uses the presence of rare S spins to label each of the I spins directly bonded to them. Therefore, no spectral resolution of I spins is required. This sequence has been applied successfully to several systems with di erent purposes [ 4± 7] , and it has been generalized [8] to be used under magic-angle spinning (MAS), increasing its potential applications. On the other hand, it allows one to monitor the formation of a polarization echo (PE) [3] when, by external means, the LP evolution is reversed. This is achieved by a change of the sign of the e ective dipolar Hamiltonian [9] . The initial localized polarization evolves into multiple-spin order during a time t R and then suitable pulses switch 2 , retracing the dynamics and building up a PE at t t R 1 2 t R . Despite the fact that the dominant part of the Hamiltonian is reversed, the PE amplitude (M PE ) attenuates as time t R grows. A study of this attenuation might provide a new characterization tool which so far has not been exploited. Furthermore, it should be possible to use the PE attenuation to obtain additional information on the underlying stochastic processes that destroy the dipolar spin coherence and inhibit the echo formation. Such a procedure resembles the use of the Hahn' s echoes [10] to detect molecular di usion [11] . In this sense, there is an obvious interest in experimental approaches allowing a proper characterization of this attenuation for di erent dipolar coupled systems. Although a dependence of M PE on time and the spinning rate has been reported [8] , there is still a need to extend these studies to di erent systems. As a ® rst step to using the PE attenuation as a practical tool we should investigate its functional dependence on t R and, if possible, identify its physical origin. In principle, there could be many possible mechanisms contributing to the attenuation of the PE. A nonexhaustive list includes: non-inverted terms in the Hamiltonian, pulse imperfections, local relaxation, spin motion, etc. Our concept involves the use of a set of systems where most of these variables remain essentially unchanged. Within the metallocenes family we can ® nd compounds which allow us to change the dipolar interaction network and independently the magnetic nature of the metallic nuclei, i.e, we can change the strength of a local source of relaxation. This would allow us to analyse whether the dipolar interaction plays any role in the attenuation and how the presence of irreversible processes manifests in the decay rate.
In this work, we used the ZME sequence to study the PE attenuation in a set of polycrystalline samples. In all these systems, the molecular structure contains one or two cyclopentadienyl rings where only one 1 H spin is labelled by the rare 13 C spin. Our results con® rm, as suggested by recent experiments [7] , that there are systems where the decay is exponential while there are others where it is Gaussian. However, a combination of both types of behaviour is observed in a third class of systems. In order to understand this and, at the same time, to test the role of the dipolar interaction, we devised an ad hoc multiple-pulse sequence, based on the ZME, to progressively slow down the dipolar dynamics while the non-invertible interactions are kept constant.
Although other mechanisms cannot be ruled out completely, our experimental results are consistent with the hypothesis that the dipolar dynamics controls the attenuation. In some samples, if the dynamics are reduced su ciently, a crossover from the Gaussian to the exponential attenuation law can be observed. We present exact numerical solutions of the spin dynamics in a cyclopentadienyl ring and in a double ring molecule, which give further support to our hypothesis. They illustrate how the spin dynamics, in the presence of either small residual interactions or strong relaxation processes, increases the PE attenuation.
Experimental methods
We analysed the PE attenuation in polycrystalline samples of ferrocene, (C 5 H 5 ) 2 Fe [12] , cymantrene, (C 5 H 5 )Mn(CO) 3 [13] , and cobaltocene, (C 5 H 5 ) 2 Co [14] , and in a single crystal sample of ferrocene, all with natural 13 C isotopic abundance. At room temperature, these compounds crystallize in a monoclinic form with space group P 2 1 / a . The cyclopentadienyl rings perform fast rotations around their ® vefold symmetry axis leading to inhomogeneous 13 C spectra, where the resonance frequency depends on the angle between the external magnetic ® eld and the molecular symmetry axis. All the NMR measurements were performed with a Bruker MSL-300 spectrometer, equipped with a standard Bruker CP-MAS probe. The ZME sequence to reverse the LP evolution is schematized in ® gure 1(a ). As mentioned above, the central idea is to use the rare 13 C spin (S spin) as a local probe to inject magnetization to one of the abundant 1 H spins (I spins) and to capture what is left after the I spins have evolved. In the ® rst part, the S spin is polarized by means of a Hartmann± Hahn cross-polarization (CP) [15] . After that, the S polarization is kept spin-locked for a time t S while the remaining proton coherence decays to zero. Then (A) a short CP pulse of duration t d selectively repolarizes the I 1 spin directly bonded to G. Usaj et al. Reduced evolution polarization echo ( REPE) sequence to control the dipolar spin dynamics. For a given time t R , setting t 1 t R /n and t 2 the S spin, creating the initial localized state (t d is the time when the ® rst maximum in a simple cross-polarization transfer occurs [16] [6] . (D) A short CP pulse transfers the polarization back to S. (E) The spin S polarization is detected while the protons are kept irradiated. The PE attenuation can be monitored as a function of t R by setting di erent values for t 1 . As discussed below, a sequence where the evolution in the laboratory frame precedes the refocusing in the rotating frame (® gure 1(b)) is more appropriate for comparing attenuations in di erent systems.
In order to test the e ect of the dipolar dynamics in the PE attenuation, we replace the (B) and (C) parts of the ZME sequence by n defocusing and refocusing periods of t 1 t R / n and t 2 1 2 t 1 respectively. Therefore, the transfer of single-spin order into multiple-spin order, for a given time t R , can be reduced gradually by increasing n . Hereafter we will refer to this as the reduced evolution polarization echo ( REPE) sequence.
It includes extra refocusing periods t m /2 1 2 t d /2 to compensate for the proton spin evolution during the CP periods. This allows us to have an experimental point to normalize the data properly. The resulting multiple pulse sequence is shown in ® gure 1(c). For n 1 the REPE sequence di ers from the ZME by the extra periods t m /2. From a practical point of view, it is important to adjust the relative phase and the RF amplitude of the X , X , Y , Y channels [17] since small errors produce a signi® cant signal loss.
Results and discussion
As a ® rst step, we measured the PE amplitude as a function of t R for all polycrystalline samples. The normalized experimental data are shown in ® gure 2. These experimental data correspond to molecules with their symmetry axes approximately perpendicular to the external magnetic ® eld (they were frequency selected from the 13 C spectrum). We used the ZME sequence with
44.6 kHz, t C 2 ms, t S 1 ms, t d 85 m s, for ferrocene and t d 95 m s, for cymantrene. In the case of cobaltocene, the short relaxation time T
S 1q
780 m s causes a signi® cant 13 C signal loss if long CP or spinlock periods are used. Therefore, we maximized the ® rst polarization transfer by setting t C t d 85 m s and we chose t S 150 m s, which is long enough to allow for the loss of proton spin coherence and short enough to prevent a considerable signal loss.
Clearly, the three samples show a di erent functional dependence of the decay of the PE on t R . In the cymantrene sample the decay is exponential while in ferrocene it is Gaussian. The decay for cobaltocene is more complex. Its ® tting was possible only after the implementation of the pulse sequence of ® gure 1(c ) as explained below. It contains both exponential and Gaussian contributions. Taking into account that in ferrocene the intermolecular I± I interactions are very important whereas in cymantrene the rings stay relatively isolated within the experimental time scale, we set asymptotic values of 0 and 0.2, respectively. Thus, the solid lines are ® ttings with the characteristic time as the only free parameter. In the case of cobaltocene there are two characteristic times.
The exponential decay can be considered as a manifestation of the presence of a strong irreversible process characterized by a time ¿ u . According to the Fermi golden rule, the exponential decay is the signature of a weak interaction with each of the states in a wide band of a continuous spectrum [18] . The interaction with each Figure 2 . Normalized polarization echo amplitude as a function of t R for polycrystalline samples of cymantrene, ferrocene and cobaltocene, using the ZME sequence. The lines are ® ttings to a Gaussian (ferrocene), an exponential (cymantrene) and a product of both (cobaltocene).
degree of freedom is weak but the overall e ect results in a strong irreversible process. What interactions are present in cymantrene and colbaltocene but not in ferrocene?
In the cymantrene sample, the strong local relaxation could be due to the quadrupolar nature of the Mn nucleus in a low symmetry environment, whereas in cobaltocene it is more probably due to the paramagnetic nature of the Co(II). The sources of Gaussian decay in ferrocene and the Gaussian factor in cobaltocene are less obvious. When we take into account the magnitude of the intermolecular dipolar interaction in these compounds, we observe that it grows from cymantrene to colbaltocene. Then it is important to evaluate if the magnitude of the dipolar interaction relative to h / ¿ u is playing any role in determining the type of decay.
A subtle issue should be mentioned that underlies a comparison of the attenuations in di erent systems. Since there is some I spin evolution during the crosspolarization time, we do not have an experimental value for M PE at t R 0. Hence, the normalization of the signals depends on the functional decay chosen in the ® ttings. In ferrocene and cymantrene systems this was not particularly demanding, because of the obvious simple functional dependences they presented, but this can be a serious restriction in a more general situation. In such a case, the pulse sequence sketched in ® gure 1(b) should be used. Here, the amplitude at the maximum M PE t 2 t m ; t 1 0 constitutes an experimental reference to normalize regardless of the functional law of the decay. The other way to overcome this problem is to employ the REPE sequence sketched in ® gure 1(c) and described in the experimental section. This has the additional advantage of controlling the complexity reached by the dipolar order.
We applied the REPE sequence to a ferrocene single crystal. Figure 3 shows the 13 C-NMR spectrum (with the sequence parameters given in the caption). Each peak corresponds to one of the two magnetically inequivalent sites in the crystal. The carrier frequency was ® nely tuned to correspond to one of them. The good signal to noise ratio allows us to detect small fractions of the initial polarization. The attenuation of the PE for When applying the same sequence to the cobaltocene sample we observe a di erent behaviour. Although the dipolar interaction network is similar to the ferrocene one, the paramagnetic Co(II) atom introduces a strong source of relaxation. Thus, we expect a dipolar dynamics similar to that of ferrocene but convoluted with an extra relaxation mechanism. Figure 5 shows the PE attenuation in the cobaltocene sample as a function of t R for n 1,2,5,8,16. There is a clear crossover from a Gaussian decay to an exponential one. This is the main result of this paper. The solid lines are ® ttings of the experimental data to the equation
Based on the results for ferrocene we set a linear dependence of ¿ n mb on n . This leaves only three free parameters for the whole data set. By increasing n , M PE reaches an asymptotic exponential decay with ¿ u 640 20 m s. This shows that the Gaussian factor can be reduced gradually until the underlying exponential decay becomes dominant. Once this regime is reached, a further increment of n does not produce any e ect. Expression (3) must be considered as an empirical one to account for the experimental results.
It is important to mention the di erence between our results and those that could be expected by considering the analogies of the REPE sequence with the Carr± Pucell± Meiboom± Gill (CPMG) pulse sequence [11] used to identify the contributions that attenuate the Hahn echo. If a single-echo pulse sequence is applied, the amplitude of the Hahn echo at time t H is proportional to exp t H / T 2 t H / ¿ D 3 . Here T 2 represents some processes not inverted by the Hahn echo and ¿ D the molecular di usion process in the presence of ® eld gradients. When the single-echo pulse sequence is replaced by a train of n pulses spaced apart by t H / n , the signal at the time t H is proportional to
It is obvious that for large n this becomes a single exponential, being the di usion term eliminated by the train of pulses. One might think that a similar argument could be used to explain why a train of pulses eliminates the Gaussian factor in equation (3) . However, one should understand the conditions for the validity of expression (4) to see whether equivalent conditions apply to the REPE sequence. In order to have a contribution a ected by a train of pulses, its originating process must be a ected. This is independent of the particular decay law. The condition that justi® es the multiplication of echo amplitudes in expression (4) is that at each intermediate echo the initial conditions are recovered, although with a lower amplitude. This requires that the missed amplitude must not retain any correlation, classical or quantum, with the observed state. In the case of molecular di usion, which in principle might lead to classical correlations, these are destroyed by the p pulse because the phase acquired from the ® eld gradient accumulates excluding the backdi usive events from contributing to the observed polarization. Now let us go back to the REPE sequence. On the basis of our experiment we have two categories of processes. Those characterized by ¿ u are not modi® ed by the pulse sequence and hence are not related to the variables a ected by these pulses. With respect to the other, we ® rst observe that while the amplitude is modi® ed by n it does not follow the product law. From this last point we learn that correlations classical or quantum are present. The pulse sequence is intended to modify dipolar spin dynamics. However, other e ects are simultaneous: pulse imperfections and higher order terms of the average Hamiltonian which are not inverted. A major part of the pulse imperfections is accounted for by the renormalization of the attenuation curves. While the remaining e ects could, in principle, a ect the PE attenuation, reasonable magnitudes included in the numerical simulations in small systems (see next section) cannot account, by themselves, for the observed timescale of the decay. An e ect present in the real experiments is the unboundedness of the spin system. This huge space becomes available to the spin correlations at a rate controlled by n . Since they are entangled with non-inverted interactions, they could make it available to irreversible processes. While the experiments, standing alone, cannot rule out other phenomena, they lead us to tentatively attribute a major role to the spin dynamics in the changing part of the attenuation. In order to get an insight on how this mechanism emerges, we resort to the further hints provided by numerical calculations on model systems. 
Numerical solutions
The ZME sequence can only change the sign of the secular part of the homonuclear dipolar Hamiltonian. Then, all the non-secular interactions are uncontrolled processes that contribute to the attenuation of the PE. Here, we will consider their e ects calculating the exact evolution of the LP during the defocusing and refocusing periods in a cyclopentadienyl ring and in a complete molecule of ferrocene with a single 13 C. Let us consider that the initial state, with only the I 1 spin polarized, evolves during a time t R with the Hamiltonian 
Here, y (described by equation (1)) and y n.s. are the secular and non-secular parts of the I spin dipolar interaction, respectively. IS is the non-secular heteronuclear dipolar Hamiltonian. Taking into account ideal (p /2) pulses the evolution continues for a time t R /2 with 2 y . We explicitly neglect the heteronuclear interactions during this period, since it was veri® ed that they do not produce any visible attenuation in the observed timescale. In this way, the S spin appears only in equation (7), and its e ect can be taken into account by replacing IS k b k I z k . This substitution reduces to one half the computations involved. Figure 6 shows the PE amplitude as a function of t R . The Gaussian ® tting of the ferrocene experimental data (® gure 4) is included for comparison. Even when these numerical results cannot reproduce the experimental data, they show that the non-inverted interactions produce a considerable destruction of the dipolar coherence which manifests in the decay of M PE . The dipolar coupling with the 13 C spin is the most relevant term to produce attenuation in the presence of spin dyamics, although in its absence it does not produce a signi® cant decay, as shown by the oscillating curve in ® gure 6 where a single proton is present. The calculations for a ring of ® ve dipolar coupled protons and for two rings show that the attenuation increases as more spins are included. This trend implies that, in the highly connected actual interaction network, a stronger attenuation, approach-ing the experimental curve, should be expected. Conversely, the sequence of solutions going up in ® gure 6 can be associated with a progressive reduction in the dynamics obtained through the application of the REPE sequence. By analogy with the insert in ® gure 4, it would reach the absence of decay when dynamics is totally hindered (n ). The lesson to be drawn from this calculation is that a small noninverted term, although non-relaxing by itself, if mounted on a complex spin dynamics, is ampli® ed and leads to strong dynamic irreversibility. Thus any reduction in the complexity of the dipolar order (increase of n in our experiment) will decrease the ampli® cation e ect. While this slows down the polarization echo decay, an asymptotic timescale is not reached. This is the case for the ferrocene system.
Other uncontrolled processes that could contribute to the PE attenuation are those producing an exponential irreversibility. As a model for these we can consider a¯uctuating isotropic local magnetic ® eld. For simplicity, we assume it is e ective only during the evolution in the rotating frame. Thus, the evolution of the density matrix during t R is given by the quantum master equation [1] dq dt y . Figure 7 shows the results for a single cyclopentadienyl ring. Initially the decay follows an exponential law with a characteristic time ¿ u . However, after a while, it switches to an exponential with a shorter characteristic time. The typical time for this change is controlled by the dipolar dynamics. This can be seen clearly by considering di erent timescales (h / d ) for the dipolar interaction (® gure 7). However, in our small systems, the decay rate of the new exponential is not a ected by these dynamics. Simulations on systems with di erent sizes show that this rate increases with the number of spins involved in the dynamics. Hence, we can expect that in unbounded systems, where the number of correlated spins increases progressively, the decay could not be represented by any ® nite number of switches. In that sense, when the dipolar dynamics is strong compared with the exponential process (¿ mb < ¿ u ), the observed Gaussian tail can be thought of as a continuous switch between progressively stronger exponential decays. In the reciprocal case (¿ u < ¿ mb ), the experimentally relevant decay occurs while the exponential process is dominant.
The lesson learned from these numerical results is that there is an emergent phenomenon in large many-body systems through which spin dynamics favour the irreversible processes. This phenomenon is the quantum analogue of the one observed in a classical gas of rigid discs [19] . The many-body interaction creates an instability that ampli® es the numerical rounding errors, progressively limiting the e ciency of the time reversal. Similarly, for a local spin excitation in a lattice, evolving according with cellular automaton dynamics [20] , a single spin¯ip (not included in this dynamics) prevents the full reversal of the polarization to the original site producing its spreading.
Conclusion
We have studied the decay of the polarization echoes in di erent systems. The ZME sequence in its original version, or even better in its modi® ed version providing a proper normalization, allows one to distinguish between a tentative classi® cation which recognizes two kinds of system. They are the dipolar dominated ones, which present a Gaussian component that can be reduced by the REPE sequence (like ferrocene and cobaltocene), and those with strong sources of relaxation where an exponential decay is already manifested with the ZME sequence (cymantrene).
The REPE sequence, designed to reduce the timescale of the spin dynamics by increasing the number n of pulses, is able to give further information on the ® rst group by revealing the existence of underlying relaxation mechanisms for large enough n 's as is the case with cobaltocene. Looking for a test to rule out possible experimental artefacts in these results, one could resort to alternative pulse sequences which also achieve the dynamics reversal with a less demanding pulse train [21, 22] . Further tests of the sensitivity of the REPE sequence as a tool to characterize new materials are experiments in which a dipolar dominated system is progressively doped with local centres of relaxation (e.g., a solid solution of cobaltocene in ferrocene). The REPE sequence can be adapted readily to be used under MAS by rotor synchronizing the pulses according to the prescriptions of [8] .
Because of the deep physical meaning of the polarization echo, beyond its potential applications as a practical tool, the ZME and REPE sequences open an exciting new ® eld of study in fundamental physics. It is the onset of irreversibility in interacting many-body quantum systems. This is a particular area of the growing discipline of quantum chaos [23] whose theoretical development is still in its infancy. On one side the magnitude of the polarization echo coincides with the most convincing signature of quantum chaos [24] : the exponentially fast decrease of the overlap between states evolved, from the same initial condition with slightly di erent Hamiltonians and R . The connection is evident for a system of N interacting spins since we can write M PE 2 N TrR 1, which is a way to evaluate this overlap. This expression bears a close resemblance to some de® nitions of entropy [25] . Here d 1 2610 Hz 2p h is the nearest neighbour dipolar coupling. The initial decay rate, 1/¿ u 500 Hz, switches to a stronger one after a while. The upper curve correspond to the exponential decay, exp t R / ¿ u , in the absence of dipolar dynamics.
Independently, ln M PE t R is a measure of how the ine ciency in our dynamics reversal increases with time. When the polarization is a conserved magnitude within the observed time scale, M PE t R is a measure of the inverse of the volume X t R occupied by the polarization at the PE time: ln M PE t R ln X t R which gives aǹ entropic' meaning for both the overlap and the polarization echo. To further visualize this, one might assume that after a few pulses the shape of the distribution function for the refocused polarization (e.g., P x ,t 1/X t for x < X t /2 where t is an echo time) remains the same (i.e., the echo would represent a scale transformation). In this case P x ln P x dx grows proportionally to ln P 0,t R ln M PE t R . Thus, the Gaussian regime for the attenuation of the PE in our experiments seems to indicate an anomalous decrease (growth) of the overlap (`entropy' ) not predicted within any of the present one-body theories. Our experiments might be interpreted as an indication that in® nite interacting many body quantum systems present an extreme intrinsic instability towards dynamic irreversiblity. The experiments, even with imperfections, are much ahead of the possibilities of the current theory and they have the leading word.
